Abstract
Introduction
The mathematical device of splines developed within last decades by efforts of many researchers, has taken a worthy place among methods and algorithms of digital processing of signals. Splines as a class piecewise functions owing to universality of algorithms of processing of readout, good differential and extreme properties, high convergence of estimations approach, simplicity of calculations of forms and parameters, weak influence of mistakes of a rounding off find more and more wide application at creation of equipment rooms and software of the analysis and processing of one-dimensional and multivariate signals, expanding frameworks of traditional approaches.
One-Dimemsional B-Plines
At first stage let's establish this statement for a function of one variable that is given on [a.b] interval. A function f(x) can be represented as linear sum [1, 4, 5, 6, 9 ]: The most simple analytical expressions for Bsplines turn out for cases of the uniform task of grid. We shall result these expressions for basic elements of some degrees. The graph of B -splines of zero, first and second degrees for cases uniform grids are resulted in figure 1 . The graph B-splines a zero degree coincide with graph widely known rect -functions.
Initial B-spline spectrum is described by formula:
where B(0) is B-spline magnitude; hx = π/ωcx; ωcx -cut-off frequency. The B-spline consequence has a spectrum:
According to Parceval equality we have:
The last integral can be disjointed by two ones:
We can sign a high-frequency integral in (3) divided by π as ε 
The last member in (7) is dispersion of high frequency distortions D ω = ε 
Experimental Results
As an example we shall consider a file of readout of a temperature field of a surface of the sea in a direction on geographical breadth.
Distances between the next points in which the temperature is measured, are identical and chosen equal h = 60 km. On fig. 3 . Are resulted the schedule of interpolation of this tabulated dependence B spline the first degree and schedules of peak spectra of sequence B-splines with factors of interpolation bk for two variants of tables of readout of values of temperature. and 120 km (c).
In the first case the size of a step has been chosen equal h = 60 km, in the second -h = 120 km. The comparative analysis of two schedules of spectra of amplitudes shows, that at increase in distance between readout twice value of frequency of a cut accordingly decreases also twice. Modeling on a computer the results received under theoretical formulas prove to be true. As a result of calculations of spectral characteristics it is received, that energy of the mistake caused high-frequency making spline-interpolation at h =60 km, makes 0,12 % from full energy. The increase in distance between readout twice conducts to increase of a share of energy of a mistake up to 0,21 %. The subsequent doubling of distance between readout gives size of a mistake at a level of 0,3 %.
Conclusion
It is clear that using B-splines and their spectra as multidimensional function with separated components leads us to fact that proving of theorem may be easy extended to spaces of three and more arguments. The method is created for equidistant node location case. If nodes are not equidistant the problem of its choice is solved more effectively in comparison with the function finite spectrum theory methods [3] .
